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basic leads pg 23. If
the user wants to add

more it would turn
into premium. lead

gen research readout
8-31-17

is there
another way

to show
adding in
multiple?

step 1 - 2- 3
skip to

upload / text

customize
employee

range.
explore

Make it into
one

experience.
Instead of
two step.

Start small, have
users select.

Someone may not
want to choose all

options. Three
critiesa we will

adjust copy

they are not
going to be
adding pdfs.

just video

this dark hero image
will change. too
technical. this

message will be fore
more producers.

More around growth

contact
sales will

be upadted

cta button
begin

upload / to
upload

For steps 1 - 6 it shows the user interaction experience for users uploading a video

Design Concept 1 - Version A

Design Concept 1 - Version B

For steps 1 - 6 it shows the user interaction experience for users uploading a video

they are not
going to be
adding pdfs.

just video

cta button
begin

upload / to
upload

this dark hero image
will change. too
technical. this

message will be fore
more producers.

More around growth

page before this
will be created to
tell users to start
with steps or skip
steps introducing

product

need to be
updated to

reflect Lings
Doc.

basic first,
then "add

more" shows
premium

"Add more filters"
should expand

window not go to
a new one

all fileds are
multi select,

currently drop
downs don't

look multi

Prices
starting at
(get from

Christy/Ling)

This needs
new copy

styles will be
updated to

match
Deise's styles

Design Concept 2 - Version A

Design Concept 2 - Version B
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Design style is

based on darker
hero and all

caps
typography stle

Design style is
based on new
colorful hero,

lower caps / initial
caps typography

style.

Gives the
option to the
user to select

or skip 13 14

Do we re-direct
the user to the
pricing page if
he/she skips

steps?

For steps 2 - 7 it shows the user interaction experience for users uploading a video For steps 8 - 13 it shows the user interaction for form fields

Used page 4 as a
reference in

GoToStage_Pricing
page design

Google
PresentationFeels like too

much form
fields for

users to start
with?

After user uploads video, form fields appear for users to fill out user fills out all the form fields example of drop down menu for state example of drop down menu for industry once user is done, he/she can add more filters or continue view of when user add's more filters

Users can go
back to basic
lead options

When users click add
more filters,

messaging becomes
larger and more form

fields drop down

These form fields are
based on Google

presentation
GoToStage_Pricing
page design pg 4
(premium leads)

Informs user to click on button to upload video User can drag files to upload or select add files What it looks like when user finds video to upload Video is uploaded and user clicks on begin upload Progress bar showcases the upload sequence Video upload is complete, user can click on done uploading or upload more. when users are complete, they land on thank you page

do we re-direct
users to pricing
page that shows
price or no price?
See right of the

board.

1 1
Design style is

based on darker
hero and all

caps
typography stle

Design style is
based on new
colorful hero,

lower caps / initial
caps typography

style.

Gives the
option to the
user to select

or skip

Do we re-direct
the user to the
pricing page if
he/she skips

steps?

do we re-direct
users to pricing
page that shows
price or no price?
See right of the

board.
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For steps 2 - 7 it shows the user interaction experience for users uploading a video

Informs user to click on button to upload video User can drag files to upload or select add files What it looks like when user finds video to upload Video is uploaded and user clicks on begin upload Progress bar showcases the upload sequence Video upload is complete, user can click on done uploading or upload more.

8
when users are complete, they land on pricing page

When user clicks
generate my lead,

should we direct them
to a thank you page /
pricing page with no

price / pricing page with
price?

no priceno priceno price
Kathy A Concept v1 Kathy A Concept v2 Kathy A Concept Mobile v1

8 8 8
with price

is this copy
from Nick?

Could we use
this for our

pricing page?

were not
testing

personal or
basic

first one - users
can upload

video - dynamic
filter

second one - users
dont have to

upload video - still
use dynamic filter

Let's go back to v1
where users can add /

customize multiple
areas. Only ask from
that is to update the

categories based on the
slides we just looked at

level of interest
and purchasing
time frame - let's

not include
those

all the information we
show would be

considered as basic
and when user clicks

more / add more
filters, turns into

premium

button should
be get my

personalized
quote

first name, last name,
contact information,

phone number (its not
asking the user this

information) this is the
information you want.
Have it pre-checked,

that's the bare minimum

geographic location,
job title, employee

size (were not
positing as basic) we
are putting on front

page.

industry and
employee

size each of
their own

left side
upload video
then pricing

page

right side don't
upload video
and land on
pricing page

sub feature page
let's leverage all

that content -
benefits of the
overall platform

keep it
simple and

explain what
each

includes

Add the
price and

colors from
AD's

for 8-13 go
back to v1

form
designs




